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2022 NFL Draft Scouting Report: QB Kenny Pickett, 

Pitt 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked Wonderlic test 

results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

This is my first in-depth study of the 2022 NFL Draft season, and I’ve already come up with my early 

January ‘lock’ bet of the 2022 season – Kenny Pickett is going to be the top pick in the 2022 NFL Draft… I 

didn’t intend to start my studies with who I thought was the top guy. I skipped on doing a summer 2021 

preview on Pickett because I didn’t think anything hot was there in the data…then he went out and 

had this huge 2021 season and got me interested in seeing what happened, and here we are. 

I’m not saying he has my endorsement as being worthy of the #1 pick – I’m just saying he’s the NFL’s 

kind of top QB prospect. My job is not to guess pick spots -- I’m here to analyze whether Pickett is that 

good or not, and we will…in a moment. But back to the media cloud/storm coming soon… 

I really do mean that Pickett is going to be the #1 QB taken in the draft…and #1 overall pick, despite the 

fact that the entire mock draft media doesn’t have him in their top 3 overall yet…but they have no idea 

what they’re doing. They never do, and they’re especially awful at reading things in January before the 

NFL Combine. They’re the same people who, all summer 2021, said Spencer Rattler was the franchise 

QB #1 overall pick desire of the NFL…and four weeks into the 2021 CFB season his own team didn’t want 

him. 

Pickett has the right size/look of a top NFL QB. He has the 2021 production to back that up. He has a 

‘tough guy’ approach to the position. He’s smart, well spoken, makes a great presentation. He checks all 

the proverbial ‘boxes’. 

If you can, go bet money on Pickett as the #1 pick in the 2022 NFL Draft today – because I don’t see any 

mock drafts saying he will be the #1 pick right now. It won’t be a pick made by Jacksonville, but it will be 

to some team acquiring that pick…and I’ll speculate on that in the last section here. 

I’ve run the numbers on Pickett, done a background check/investigation, and watched/studied his game 

tape…and the way I would describe him is a hybrid of Joe Burrow and Justin Herbert. 

Hold on a second…breathe…gather yourself. A Burrow-Herbert hybrid is near-perfection scouting 

claims…so that would be worthy of your breath being taken away. But I need to add a piece to the 

scouting recipe…it’s the 50/50 hybrid mix of Burrow-Herbert, in style/mechanics/movement and skill, 

but with about 25% of the skill/talent sucked away. 

Pickett has some Burrow in him, but he’s not near as good. Pickett has some of Herbert’s 

style, though he’s not nearly as good. BUT…Pickett is a good/legit NFL prospect. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Pickett has a Burrow type look, movement, throwing ability, and height/size…but Pickett seems a bit 

thicker/more sturdy. Pickett has the mental side of the game like Herbert (both guys very 

cerebral)…Pickett is willing to hang in the pocket to the last moment like Herbert. 

Where Pickett falls short is… although he has a pretty solid arm, he doesn’t have quite the arm of 

Herbert. Pickett is not as Joe Montana/Tom Brady-like of an assassin as Joe Burrow, but Pickett does 

read the field very well and is not jumpy in the pocket. Pickett’s coolness in the pocket, for me, is one of 

his two key attributes…but his biggest flaw comes off that pocket calmness as well, in that Pickett can 

stand calm in a muddy pocket a while because he’s tough, but when Pickett goes to throw from 

muddiness he doesn’t have the live arm Herbert does, so Pickett waits and waits as he reads the field, 

and then tries to throw with his feet not set…he tends to flutter and float passes, where Herbert throws 

laser beams flatfooted. Not a big issue for Pickett in college, but it will hurt him in the faster-to-react 

NFL. 

Pickett’s top attribute is his ability and desire to read the field, go through multiple progressions…and 

his calm/tough demeanor in the pocket that allows him to stay put longer to read and react to the field 

– a rare trait among NFL QBs. 

Being 70-80% of a Joe Burrow and/or 70-80% of a Justin Herbert…is still a pretty damn good NFL QB 

prospect. And I believe he is a legit NFL starting QB talent, although I’d slot him more as a #11-20 QB 

talent in the NFL (in time/a hope) vs. thinking you got a Burrow-Mahomes-Allen-Herbert-Rodgers-type 

super-elite skillset. Pickett is more a Kirk Cousins, Matt Ryan level QB…annoyingly good for an NFL team 

and has his spurts of production but less known for his number compilation than he is for being a leader 

and a ‘winner’. 

Pickett has ‘B’ and ‘C+’ skills all over his scouting grade details, but his ‘A’ attributes are harder to 

measure – leadership, toughness…and how it keeps him cool in the pocket, smart/cerebral. When you 

have those type of ‘A’ attributes, it can carry/make up for the ‘B’ and ‘C’ attributes and you can be a very 

successful NFL QB. A franchise QB even. That’s why I think NFL scouts and coaches are gonna absolutely 

fall in love with him – he’s a good-to-very good QB talent, maybe a great one someday, but definitely a 

good one…and the way he carries himself in interviews, as a captain/leader, with the smarts, the 

confidence, the pedigree, the toughness…the whole presentation is going to sail him to the universal 

media mock draft #1 pick status in short order. My guess is by the end of February, soon after the Senior 

Bowl (if he really goes there). 

Pickett has the build (6’3”-6’4”, 220), the mind, the college performance, the toughness, and the arm 

talent to be a #1 pick. 

Thinking back to the 2018 QB prospects = Pickett is bigger, way more talented, and more leadership 

oriented than Sam Darnold was, and Pickett’s confidence is not arrogant to people like Baker 

Mayfield’s was. Pickett is a bigger, as tough version of Baker…not the pure arm/passer talent but it’s 

debatable. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Thinking back to the 2019 QB prospects = Pickett has all the physical tools and all the personality (for 

what the NFL looks for) much more than Kyler Murray. The NFL, non-Kingsbury, was scared of Kyler 

being a bust. Pickett is the way more talented version of Daniel Jones, plus the much tougher version. 

Thinking back to the 2020 QB prospects = Pickett will be seen as more mentally and physically tough 

than Justin Herbert when coming out in the draft, but not as physically gifted as Herbert. Bigger and less 

injury prone than Tua. Not sure Pickett could’ve been more well thought of than Joe Burrow, but I bet 

some would have preferred Pickett’s toughness/attitude. 

Thinking back to the 2021 QB prospects = The media and football people so conned themselves 

on Trevor Lawrence, no one would have thought Pickett a better prospect (but they should have). But 

they definitely would have loved Pickett over Zach Wilson because he’s bigger and Wilson is seen as 

smug where Pickett is ‘confident’, a leader. 

I think Pickett will make it as a very solid, good NFL QB with a chance to keep learning and developing as 

he goes to be a Pro Bowler. He might be the Carson Wentz people were looking for years ago, only a 

much better QB talent. 

Most everything I see with Pickett is positive – a good arm/can make all the throws. He has good pocket 

awareness and is mobile enough to get away from trouble. He reads the field very well for a college QB, 

one of the best QB prospects I’ve seen in taking time to read the field in-progress, under duress – he has 

no fear in the pocket, which allows him to hang in and make secondary and tertiary reads. He’s got a 

franchise QB face/look. He’s got a franchise QB ‘body’. He speaks like a person who you would love as 

the face of the franchise. He’s not too serious but not silly…he’s focused but affable. He’s just excited to 

play football and is good at it. A natural leader in development. 

I am mostly glowing about him but note I’m more glowing on his presentation/package than his real 

scouted skill. I’m never totally dazzled watching him play…just like I’m never bowled over by 

watching Carson Wentz or Kirk Cousins or Matt Ryan, but I know they’re worthy enough NFL 

talents…just not the ‘wow’ QB’s like Rodgers, Herbert, Burrow, Mahomes, Kyler, Allen types. 

Between the top tier elites and the second tier very capable guys is probably Pickett’s upside. That’s not 

a bad thing. The Dak Prescott zone, maybe? Guys who are never seriously going to be mentioned as an 

obvious Hall of Famer, but who most teams would be happy to have as their starting, long time QB. 

Like Eli Manning if he had not won the Super Bowls and not had the name ‘Manning’.  

  

 

  

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Kenny Pickett, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Had a ‘meh’ first four seasons at Pitt and was projected as a 5th-round pick talent by the draft advisory 

committee this time last year…but he thought he was better, so he took advantage of the COVID extra 

year to return to play and went out and did a near-Burrow type pop from ‘OK’/not really noticed to 

‘boom’ the next year. Pickett posted 42 TDs/7 INTs in the 2021 season in 13 games.  

All 13 games in 2021 with 2 or more passing TDs.  

Is not a speedster, but has good feet…like a Wentz, Rodgers type runner but often shows a Josh 

Allen mindset to be a physical runner when he has to…he rushed for 20 TDs in 49 career games at Pitt. 

A Dak Prescott type runner. 

 

Pre-Senior Bowl and pre-Combine projected measurables… 

6’3.7”/220, 9.5”+ hands 

4.7+ 40-time runner, with a low 7.0s three-cone.  

Now that I’ve written and noted it a few times, now I’m wondering if the computer thinks he has some 

Dak Prescott in him too. I haven’t run the comps to this point. Let’s see… 

 

 

The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Kenny Pickett Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Well, our Computer Scouting models didn’t like Dak for a match but I still do.  

The Computer sees more of an old school/throwback type of QB in Pickett…guys like Matt Ryan, Eli 

Manning were in the mix of the comps for a bit as we set the Pickett data in, but those old school guys 

had a much worse Comp. Pct. in college (in our weighted, adjusted numbers). Pickett is from the new 

school of QB with new school offenses, so it’s somewhat apples-and-oranges in the data to try and 

compare players from different decades.  

Old school Rivers and Palmer were probably better talents/passers than Ryan-Eli, but I’m not debating 

that. The Computer sees an old school star potential in Pickett.  

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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*’LJax rating’ – new for 2022, as we re-do our grading systems to better identify/reward the spread 

offense QB prospects…looking for the runner-passer talents. 

**“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

***A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going on to become NFL good-to-

great. A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite.  

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2014–on). Depending 

upon the system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the 

right circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys.  

 

 

2022 NFL Draft Outlook: 

As we begin the 2022 NFL Draft journey, with Pickett as the first study out of the gate, I see Pickett being 

ranked as a top 10 overall and #1-2 QB prospect. So, he’s not a ‘hidden’ prospect by any means. I just 

think as the real evaluators start factoring in, Pickett will become the obvious/slam dunk #1 overall pick 

in this draft because any hint of an elite QB should be.  

Jacksonville won’t make this pick, so what team(s) will move up for Pickett? Detroit is a fit…Dan 

Campbell will like Pickett’s moxie. The Lions could offer their #2 + the 1st-pick they got from the Rams 

this draft year. The Giants could be in play if they wanted to, by trading their TWO 1st-round picks to 

move up. Carolina I’m sure would like to get in on it.  

A few teams should/will be interested, but some teams have ready-made extra draft capital in 2022 to 

get it done if they want.  

 

 

QB-

Grade 

LJax 

Rating 

Last First Yr College H W Adj 

Comp 
Pct 

Adj 

Yds per 
Comp 

Adj 

Pass 
per TD 

Adj 

Pass 
Per INT 

8.584 5.33 Pickett Kenny 2022 Pitt 75.8 220 63.8% 12.4 16.2 66.1 

9.355 1.86 Palmer Carson 2003 USC 77.0 232 60.3% 12.6 18.5 58.0 

9.865 0.69 Rivers Philip 2004 NC State 77.0 229 69.5% 13.7 17.4 50.6 

8.024 2.02 Garoppolo Jimmy 2014 E. Illinois 74.2 222 66.9% 12.5 12.1 70.4 

6.179 4.92 Carr Derek 2014 Fresno State 74.8 218 64.0% 10.3 15.3 86.7 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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NFL Outlook:    

I think Pickett is going to make a nice NFL QB. Not an all-timer, but a respected/good one. What 

organization he ultimately winds up with could help…or stunt his growth/upside, as is true of all QBs. 

His one kinda flaw, his weaker arm whip when standing in a muddy pocket…that can be fixed. It may 

lead to a choppy NFL start to his career with turnovers, but it’s not unexpected for rookies to have some 

of those transition issues. He can fix that. His other gifts are inherent…and mostly all good+ translating 

to the NFL. He could be a ‘B+’ NFL QB as we look back in time…or he winds up a solid ‘C/C+’ that never 

fully fixed his issue and takes too many hits staying in the pocket too long trying to read an extra option 

or throws flat footed before contact and is deemed too erratic too often. He might grind and hustle and 

study like a fiend to transform himself to an ‘A’ NFL QB…it’s not off the table. 

I like Pickett, I don’t love him. I think the NFL scouts and media, and coaches will LOVE him pre-

Draft…their daydreams will get away from them and there will be a hot pursuit for Pickett – that’s my 

nickel bet early on. 

We’ll update this report, as needed, after/if he attends the Senior Bowl and see how he looks at the NFL 

Combine.  
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